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Abstract 

This thesis presents an approach in developing a congestion avoidance algorithm in computer 

networks for router-based communication. 

In internet communications, the requests generated are transferred through network nodes 

called routers which routes information, from one node to another, depending upon the 

request made. As the traffic load increases in the communication links, the routers must be 

designed to provide fair traffic flows, from a source to a destination, for all network nodes. 

During heavy traffic conditions the routers may get congested and the traffic flow through 

such a router degrades rapidly resulting in heavy packet dropping. Furthermore, this fact may 

also lead to a complete traffic collapse. 

To achieve fair transportation through such routers, the routers must be designed and 

provisioned with advanced congestion avoidance algorithms in order to achieve good 

performance. Congestion avoidance algorithms were used in the past, e.g. Active Queue 

Management (AQM), or the Drop Tail (DT) algorithm. To reduce the congestion effect, a 

new congestion avoidance algorithm named Random Early Detection (RED) was suggested. 

In RED, the calculation of packet dropping probabilities uses a queue weight factor. When 

compared to the previous RED approach, a fixed value is assigned leading to constant 

congestion reduction and if the network is varied randomly this fixed value may result in over 

congestion. To avoid this, an average queue weight parameter is developed. This algorithm is 

evaluated on router architecture for its practical feasibility and this mechanism is evaluated 

for various quality metrics such as throughput, network overhead, congestion level, 

transportation delay, etc. Due to its high cost in implementation on the network side, the 

proposed RED algorithm is evaluated through simulations and the obtained results are used to 

illustrate the performance of RED-DT by using MATLAB version 7.4. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Brief Introduction 

In present communication networks, available bandwidth and network routers play a major 

role during transmission of data packets. Consequently, the routers have to be designed in 

such a way that they can withstand large queues in their buffers in order to accommodate for 

transient congestion. At present, the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) detects congestion 

only after a packet has been dropped. Because of the increasing high speed networks it is 

important to have high throughput and keep the average queue sizes low. 

The growth of the internet in the last decade is nothing short of an exponential one. 

This phenomenon has put an increasing pressure on network vendors to build high 

performance Internet Protocol (IP) routers with aggregate capacities exceeding 1 Tb/s. Also, 

the demand for more bandwidth with the advent of network intensive internet applications 

has made router buffer management a high priority as shown in Figure 1.1.The figure 

illustrates the phenomenon of network congestion between two systems when the bottleneck 

is caused by the routers. 

 

 

Figure1. 1: Network congestion 

The presence of a fair feedback mechanism at the router provides the transport-layer 

protocol with a mechanism for maintaining low delays and high throughput in the network. 

Some of the proposed mechanisms are designed to work with current gateways [1], [2], [3], 

[4], [5], while few other mechanisms are connected in series with gateway scheduling 

algorithms that require maintaining connection states in the gateway [6], [7] . 

In the absence of a fair feedback from the router, transport layer protocol interferes in 

congestion from the estimated time or changes in throughput or in time delay. If the 

individual connection is lost, there is a possibility of routing changes or in a time delay. 
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For the transport layer protocol, a single marked or dropped packet is sufficient to 

signal the presence of congestion in a RED gateway in TCP/IP networks.  

The RED congestion control mechanism monitors the average queue size for each 

output queue using randomization, whereas in DEC the transport-layer protocol computes the 

fraction of arriving packets with the congestion indication bit set. In addition, the emphasis 

on avoiding global synchronization results in many connections reducing their congestion 

window. At the same time, this is particularly relevant to 4.3-Tahoe BSD TCP networks, 

where each connection reduces the window to one and goes through Slow-Start in response to 

a dropped packet [8]. 

1.1.1 Origin 

During the last few years, the TCP performance has increased. Analytical TCP models enable 

researchers to closely examine existing congestion control algorithms, address their 

shortcomings, and propose methods for their improvement. This may also be used to compare 

various TCP schemes and implementations, and to determine their performance under various 

operating conditions.  

Moreover, these models help us to examine the interactions between TCP and the 

queuing algorithm implemented in routers. Hence, this leads to improvements in existing 

algorithms as well as designing better algorithms, such as AQM techniques. Finally, such 

models offer the possibility of defining TCP friendly behavior in terms of increasing 

throughput for non TCP flows that coexist with TCP connections in the same network.  

1.1.2 Motivation 

The RED algorithm is a congestion avoidance technique used in communication networks to 

avoid network congestion. Compared to existing algorithms, RED monitors network traffic 

loads in an effort to anticipate and to avoid congestion at common network bottlenecks, 

where the system triggers before any congestion actually occurs.  

Moreover, RED uses AQM techniques currently deployed in large IP networks. It 

takes advantage of the TCP‟s congestion control mechanism to avoid congestion in network 

where packets are dropped probabilistically prior to periods of high congestion.  
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1.2 Aim of the Thesis 

The goal of this thesis is to implement congestion avoidance using RED and to verify its 

compatibility on network compared to the existing system. The simulations are performed on 

MATLAB 7.40 (R2007a). 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Today‟s Internet applications, such as the World Wide Web (WWW), File Transfer Protocol 

(FTP), Usenet news, and remote login, are delivered via TCP. With an increasing number and 

large variety of internet applications, congestion control becomes a key issue. 

Modern communication networks require integration of a variety of data flows into an 

infrastructure that may not be precisely suited to handle the requirements and characteristics 

of the traffic. Under heavy loads, decisions must be made about which packets will be 

discarded in order to maintain stability in the network.  

In the DT mechanism, all packets are discarded once a queue becomes full, and 

ensures that all of the positions in the queue are used to their full potential. If all arriving 

packets conformed to either a uniform or a basic Poisson distribution with exponential 

interarrival times, DT discarding would likely provide excellent means of utilizing a queue 

when the load approaches or exceeds queue capacity. The arriving packets are considered as 

Poisson distributed and it can be stated that, the function has a significant value only for a 

very small number of packets and its solution is time dependent, i.e. the arrivals are in 

batches instead of single arrivals, with an equal amount of smooth constant interarrival 

traffic.  

However differentiation with respect to dropping probabilities may still be desirable 

for different classes of traffic. Nevertheless, much of the traffic on the internet is inherently 

composed of bursts of data. Web browsing and TCP signaling, often involves quick transfers 

of data followed by periods of inactivity. The queues located at routers and switches must 

have the ability to handle these bursts.  

As access speeds increase, burst characteristics may become more pronounced, 

increasing the severity of the problem. When the dial-up service was the major means of 

accessing the internet, the low transfer rate constraints imposed by the delivery mechanism 

(modem) produced a less pronounced burst than with a modern broadband system.  
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It has been found that a 33Kbps modem  produces a peak rate that is about 3.3 times 

of the average transfer rate, of 1.221KB/s. Whereas a similar customer using a 1Mbps 

broadband connection produces a peak rate approximately 100 times of the average rate [9].  

Some of the issues such as network design, device design and network provisioning, 

with quality of service can be alleviated by the aggregation of large numbers of flows onto 

large links [10]. However, as broadband internet services reach less populated communities, 

traffic may remain bursty due to a low number of subscribers connected to a single link. 

Because a DT queue operates close to its capacity under heavy load, traffic bursts have no 

place to be stored upon arrival and are discarded at an uneven rate. The inequality in 

dropping probability between the two types of traffic may lead to unacceptable performance 

levels.  

The simulation results depicted in figure 1.2 illustrate the problems arising under 

heavy loads (ρ=1.2) with the use of DT blocking when combining an even amount of bursty 

traffic flows [11]. In this case, the distribution of events can be approximated by a Poisson 

distribution.  

 

Figure1. 2: Blocking probability using DT 
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As shown in figure 1.2, the bias against bursty, traffic increases rapidly as the burst 

size becomes larger, though the overall load remains constant. Note that the dropping 

probabilities are not precisely equal at a burst size of one, because this model still uses 

Poisson arrivals instead of the constant interarrivals of the smooth source. Bursty traffic is 

much more prone to blocking than the smooth traffic with which it is sharing the queue for all 

but the smallest burst sizes. 

“As burst size decreases, the overall blocking rate approaches the minimum of 1/6 as 

required for stability in a M/M/1/K system at ρ=1.2” [11]. At larger burst sizes, smooth 

packets have a lower probability of being dropped due to long windows between bursts in 

which the queue may not be operating at overload conditions. However, the dropping 

probability for the batch Poisson arrivals increase rapidly to nearly 50% as the burst size 

approaches the queue size.  

Usually, TCP flows can be modeled with bursty traffic, while UDP/IP based 

applications have smoother traffic. Since TCP has a congestion control mechanism 

implemented at the end host, TCP connection should respond to packet dropping after a 

round trip time (RTT). Meanwhile, UDP hosts neglect packet loss and keep pumping data 

into the network letting the upper layer application take care of congestion and perhaps 

further retransmission. However, this does not necessarily mean that RED algorithm has no 

impact on UDP applications. In fact, since the RED algorithm is implemented in routers 

instead of end hosts, has an impact on all kinds of Internet traffic, including both TCP and 

UDP connections [12]. 

A well-designed network is capable of handling these bursts and the heavy traffic 

loads. At peak usage, when the load ρ may increase to unity and beyond, the network 

designer may want packets discarded in a manner that provides reasonable service and does 

not overly differentiate against bursty traffic.  

RED is an enhanced algorithm employing AQM scheme for its realization. It is a 

gateway-based congestion control mechanism. An accurate model of TCP with RED can aid 

in the understanding and prediction of dynamical behavior of the network. In addition, the 

model may help in analyzing the system‟s stability margins, and providing the design 

guidelines for selecting network parameters. These design guidelines are important for 

network designers who aim to improve network robustness. Therefore, modeling TCP with 
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RED is an important step towards improving the network efficiency and the service provided 

to internet users. 

1.4 Scope of the Thesis 

The RED algorithm is a congestion avoidance technique highly used in modern 

communication networks for avoiding network congestion. Compared to existing algorithms, 

the RED system monitors network traffic loads in an effort to anticipate and avoid congestion 

at common network bottlenecks i.e. the system triggers before any congestion actually 

occurs. Moreover, RED uses AQM techniques currently deployed in large IP networks. It 

takes advantage of TCP‟s congestion control mechanism to avoid congestion in network 

where packets are dropped probabilistically prior to periods of high congestion.  

The thesis aimed towards the realization of an enhanced congestion avoidance algorithm 

for 

 Improving the efficiency of network 

 Improving the analysis of network efficiency  

 Improve the rate of operation for heavily-congested networks.  

 Implements the existing drop tail congestion avoidance algorithm and shows the 

congestion level avoidance in burst network.  

 The implemented algorithm can be used in routers for avoiding congestion with prior 

detection.        

In the following chapters, the RED algorithm is explained using simulations and is 

evaluated by comparing it with DT. When considered on router side due to its high cost in 

implementation, a brief description on internal architecture of the router is described to give 

an overview of the RED. 
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2. Background and Related Work 

2.1Existing Systems 

There are several schemes for dealing with congestion at a gateway. They differ in whether 

they use a control message, they view control of the end-systems as necessary, but none of 

them in itself lowers the demand of users and consequential load on the network. Some of 

these are: 

2.1.1 Drop Tail Router 

 

Figure2. 1: Drop Tail Router 

The DT queue management mechanism drops the packet that arrives when the buffer is full 

as shown in the figure 2.1. 

Drawbacks 

 FIFO queuing mechanism drops the packets from the tail when the queue overflows. 

 DT introduces global synchronization in several connections, when the packets are 

dropped [13]. 

2.1.2 Source Quench 

Early descriptions of IP source quench messages suggest that routers could send source 

quench messages to hosts before the buffer space at the router reaches capacity and before 

packets have to be dropped at the router [14]. One proposal suggests that the router sends 

source quench messages when the queue size exceeds a certain threshold, and outlines a 

possible method for flow control at the source hosts in response to these messages [15].  

The proposal also suggests that, when the router‟s queue size approaches maximum 

level, the router could discard arriving packets other than Internet Control Message Packet 

(ICMP) packets. In this method the router congestion control currently used is the source 

quench message of RFC792. 

 When a gateway responds to congestion by dropping datagrams, it may send an 

ICMP source quench message to the source of the dropped datagram. 
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Drawback 

 A significant drawback of this policy is that its details are discretionary, or 

alternatively, that the policy is really a family of varied policy. 

2.1.3 First in First Out  

In First In First Out (FIFO) method, during monitoring the average queue size at the gateway, 

and in an initial stage of congestion at the connections, it is assumed that the required queues 

at the gateway traffic from a number of connections is multiplexed together with FIFO 

scheduling. Not only is FIFO scheduling useful for sharing delay among connections and 

reducing delay for a particular connection during its period of burstiness, but it scales well 

and is easy to implement efficiently [16]. 

2.1.4 Random Drop Router 

 

Figure2. 2: Random Drop Router 

In the Random Drop (RD) method the intention is to give feedback to users whose traffic 

congests on the gateway by dropping packets on a statistical basis as shown in figure 2.2. The 

key to this policy is the hypothesis that a packet is randomly selected from all incoming 

traffic belonging to a particular user with a probability proportional to the average rate of 

transmission of that user [8]. 

Drawbacks 

 A key problem of this policy is that dropping a randomly selected packet results in 

users, generating much traffic having a greater number of packets dropped compared 

with those generating little traffic. 

 This method is best suited for the RD congestion recovery or RD congestion 

avoidance. 
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2.1.5 Congestion Indication  

This is otherwise called the DEC-bit congestion avoidance. It was developed at the Digital 

Network Architecture (DNA) [17].In this mechanism, the DEC bit gateways gives explicit 

feed back when the average queue size exceeds a certain threshold. In similarity with source 

quench, it uses explicit communication from the congested gateway to the user. However, it 

uses lowest possible network resources for indicating congestion.  

Unlike source quench, the information is communicated in a single bit, the 

Congestion Experienced (CE) bit. This policy attempts to avoid congestion by setting the CE 

bit, whenever the average queue length over the previous queue regeneration cycle and part 

of the current cycle is one or more, as shown in figure 2.3. This policy can be used as a 

selective feedback congestion indication. It works by keeping an account of the number of 

packets sent by different users since the beginning of the queue averaging interval. This is 

similar to monitoring their throughputs. Based on the total throughput, a fair share for each 

user is determined and the congestion bit is set [20]. 

DestinationSource

CE bit is set to 1 as a result of 

congestion at this Gateway

D0 D1 D1

A1 A1

ACK with CE bit set  

to 1
ACK with CE bit set  

to 1

Congestion Experience 

(CE) bit

Data Message

Gateway Gateway

 

Figure2. 3: Network with CE 

2.1.6 Random Early Drop 

In the Random Early Drop Router (REDR) shown in figure 2.4, if the queue length exceeds a 

drop level, then the router drops each arriving packet with a fixed drop probability p. 
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Figure2. 4: Random Early Drop Router 

Drawbacks 

 Reduces global synchronization 

 Does not control misbehaving users (UDP) 

A number of research works have been done and concluded that RED method is suitable 

for congestion avoidance. Hashem came to a conclusion that, in DT each congestion period 

introduces global synchronization in the network [18]. 

REDR have a broader view of traffic distribution than the DT and the RD router 

which reduces global synchronization. Because of this broader view of traffic distribution, 

REDR has a better chance than DT router.  

As mentioned, REDR is not expected to solve all the problems of unequal throughput 

so RED method is suitable for avoiding the congestion [19]. 

There are many significant differences between DEC bit router and the RED router:  

 The method of computing the average queue size,  

 Secondly difference between DEC router and RED concerns the method for choosing 

the connections for notifying the congestion. The DEC bit networks can exhibit a bias 

against bursty traffic where this is avoided in RED by using randomization in the 

method for marking packets. For this congestion avoidance router is designed to work 

with TCP. 

2.2 Proposed System 

2.2.1 Random Early Detection  

RED is one of the active queue management control mechanism deployed at gateways. The 

RED detects initial congestion by computing the average queue size [8]. RED gateways keep 

the average queue size low while allowing occasional bursts of packets in the queue. The 
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router could notify connections of congestions either by setting a bit in packet headers or by 

dropping packets arriving at the router.  

When the average queue size exceeds a preset threshold, the gateway drops or marks 

each arriving packet with a certain probability, where the exact probability is a function of the 

average queue size. RED gateways keep the average queue size low while allowing 

occasional burst of packets in the queue. Figure 2.5 shows a network that uses RED gateway 

with a number of source and destination host. 

 

 

Figure2. 5: Network with RED gateway 
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Table 1: RED Gateway Parameters 

Parameter Meaning  

Minth Minimum Threshold  

Maxth Maximum Threshold  

Qw Weight factor for averaging  

Maxp Maximum packet marking probability  

W(k) Window size at slot k  

N(k) The number of TCP connections at slot k  

 Propagation delay of TCP connections  

   

 

Table 1[8] shows RED gateway parameters and their meanings. The RED congestion control 

mechanism monitors the average queue size for each output queue, and using randomization, 

chooses the connections to notify the congestion. Transient congestion is accommodated by a 

temporary increase in the queue. “Longer-lived congestion is reflected by an increase in the 

computed average queue size [13]” and result in randomized feedback to some of the 

connections to decrease their windows.  

2.3 RED Analysis 

Active Queue Management 

A traditional Drop Tail Active Queue Management (DTAQM) mechanism drops the packets 

that arrive when the buffer is full. However, this method has two drawbacks. First, this 

mechanism allows a few connections with prior request to dominate the queue space allowing 

other flows to starve making the network slower. Second, DT allows queues to be full for a 

long period of time. During that period, incoming packets are dropped in bursts. This causes a 

severe reduction in throughput of the TCP flows. 

One solution to overcome this is to employ AQM algorithms. The purpose of AQM is 

to react to the initial congestion before the buffer overflows. AQM allows responsive flows, 

such as TCP flows, react timely and reduce their sending rates in order to prevent congestion 

and severe packet losses.  
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 2.4 RED Functionality 

The RED algorithm involves in computing the average queue size and compares the two 

thresholds, a minimum and a maximum one. If the average queue size is below the minimum 

threshold, the packet is not dropped and is sent to the buffer. On the other hand, when the 

average queue size is above the maximum threshold, each arriving packet is dropped. When 

the average queue size is between the minimum and maximum thresholds then the arriving 

packet is marked with a packet drop probability pa.  

Since this probability is a function of the average queue size, every time a packet is 

marked with it, then the probability that a packet is marked from a particular connection is 

roughly proportional to that connection‟s share of the bandwidth at the router. Moreover this 

probability determines whether the packet is dropped or not as shown in figure 2.6.The 

minimum threshold value should be set high enough to maximize the link utilization. If the 

minimum threshold is too low, packets may be dropped unnecessarily, and the transmission 

link will not be fully used.  

To avoid global synchronization the difference between maximum and minimum 

threshold should be large. If the difference is too small, many packets may be dropped at 

once, resulting thus in global synchronization.  

 

Figure2. 6: RED packet drop probability 

2.5 RED’s impact on traffic flow 

Usually, UDP based application can be considered as smooth traffic. At the end host TCP 

congestion control mechanism is implemented. TCP should respond to packet droppings after 

a RTT. The upper layer application take care of congestion and further retransmission 

whereas UDP hosts neglect packet loss and keep pumping data into network. It does not 
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mean that RED algorithm has no impact on UDP application. It has impact on all links of 

internet traffic, including both TCP and UDP connections.  

2.6 Comparison between the RED and DT 

The RED algorithm has an influence on TCP connections/flows [21], as described below 

 At first, the overall loss rate suffered by TCP connection when going from DT to 

RED will not change much, but the loss rate suffered by UDP/IP telephony 

applications (whether they are rate adaptive or not) will increase significantly. 

 Secondly, average delay suffered by the UDP packets would be much lower than with 

DT, which is a key benefit in telephony applications. However, the delay variance is 

such that the end-to-end delay, including the play out delay at the destination, does 

not reflect the gain RED brought to the mean delay. We can expect the audio quality 

perceived at the destination to be mediocre at best. 
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3. Simulation 

In this chapter, we discuss about the simulation and the simulated results when the code is 

written in MATLAB and run through it. The generated output can be seen on the computer 

screen and these results are assigned with the window named as Random Early Detection 

Interface. 

3.1 Output: 

The window consists of buffer length and max- threshold. A numerical value is assigned to 

the buffer length range from 1 to1024 and maximum threshold range from 1 to 416. To 

obtain a visual display, the buffer length is assigned as 32 and its corresponding max-

threshold is 14. 

The window below shows RED interface without an assigned value. 

 

Display: RED Interface window without an assigned value. 
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Display: RED Interface window with an assigned value. 

The window below shows, if the buffer length is entered less than 32 and max-threshold is 

less than 14. Then press the process button. It can be seen that an error message occurred on 

display. 

 

Display: RED Interface window with an error message 
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Display: RED Interface window with an assigned value of Buffer Length=32, Max-

Threshold=14. 
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Now we consider Cell1, Cell2, Cell3, Cell4 are the four users connected to the network. The 

input data is first stored in the input interface buffer of the network. 

Q-size: indicates size of queue. 

Cell-count: counts number of cell entering into the network. 

DROP-RED: indicates RED packets drop.  

DROP-TAIL: indicates DROP-TAIL packets drop. 

Congestion level: shows the level of dropping the packet in the buffer.  

During the simulation process, when the Q size is 0 and the cell count is 14, the packet 

dropping in both RED and DT are equal. At this point and onwards even though the q size is 

increasing, the RED remains constant and in DT, the packet drop goes on increasing linearly 

with the throughput as shown below. 

 

Display: RED Interface window during the process. 
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The window below shows RED dropping the packets when average queue size is greater than 

max-threshold. 

 

Display: RED Interface window during the process, RED shows constant. 
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The window below shows about the DT dropping the packets when buffer size is completely 

full. Pressing the analyze result button, it will connect to the “Result analysis window”. 

 

Display: RED Interface window with DT packet dropping during the process. 
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The window below shows the results analysis of Drop Tail v/s RED Gateway efficiency plot 

and congestion level plot. 

 

Display: RED Interface window shows congestion level plot and DT v/s RED. 
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In the plot below, red color line indicates RED packets drop and green color line indicates 

DT packets drop. 

 

Display: RED Interface window DT v/s RED gateway efficiency plot. 
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Congestion level plot below shows that the red color about RED buffer level and green color 

about DT buffer level. 

 

Display: RED Interface window congestion level plot 
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4. Design and Implementation 
The scope of this thesis is to verify: 

 Congestion avoidance by controlling the average queue size 

 Bias against bursty traffic  

 Global synchronization 

If the queue is full or almost full, an arriving burst will cause multiple packets to be dropped. 

This will result in global synchronization of flows throttling back, followed by a sustained 

period of lowered link utilization, reducing overall throughput [22]. 

 The first goal of the congestion avoidance mechanism at the router is to detect initial 

congestion. As defined in [23], a congestion avoidance scheme maintains the network 

in a region of low delay and high throughput. The average queue size should be kept 

low, while fluctuations in the actual queue size should be allowed to accommodate 

bursty traffic and transient congestion.  

Because the router can monitor the size of the queue over time, the router is the 

appropriate agent to detect initial congestion. Since the router has a combined view of 

the various sources contributing to this congestion, the router is also an appropriate 

agent to decide which sources to notify the congestion. 

In the network connections, the range of RTTs, throughput requirements and delay 

sensitivities at the router will determine the queue size and the duration of short-lived 

bursts in queue size .The router is going to control the time constants used by the low 

pass filter for computing the average queue size and detect initial congestion that has 

persisted for a long time (several RTT). 

 The second goal of the congestion avoidance mechanism is to decide which connections 

to notify. If congestion is detected before the router buffer is full, then it is not 

necessary for the router to drop packets and to notify sources.  We say that the router 

marks a packet and notifies the source to reduce the window for that connection. This 

marking and notification can result in dropping a packet, setting a bit in a packet header, 

or some other method understood by the transport protocol. The current feedback 

mechanism in TCP/IP networks is used by the router to drop packets. 

 The third goal is to avoid a bias against bursty traffic. Networks contain connections 

with a range of burstiness, and routers such as DT and RD routers have a bias against 

bursty traffic. With DT routers, the burstier the traffic from a particular connection, the 

more likely it is that the router queue will overflow when packets from that connection 
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arrive at the router [24]. Global synchronization had been studied in networks with DT 

router and results in loss of throughput in the network [25].  

So as to avoid problems such as biases against bursty traffic and global 

synchronization, congestion avoidance mechanisms can use distinct algorithms. For 

congestion detection and for deciding which connections to notify, the RED router uses 

randomization technique for marking arriving packets. With this method, the 

probability of marking a packet from a particular connection is roughly proportional to 

that connection‟s share of the bandwidth through the router. This method can be 

efficiently implemented without maintaining one connection state at the router. 

4.1 Flow of the Project 

Figure 4.1 describes an overview of module wise operations, detail description of each 

module is described in the “sub-component design “. 

 

Figure4. 1: Flow of the project 
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INPUT_INTERFACE: 

This module is used for the interfacing of input data to the buffer module. The interfacing 

module reads the input data from the input data module, which is generated randomly at each 

cycle. 

PDPU: 

This module calculates the probability from the obtained q-size and decides whether to accept 

or to drop the packets received. This module also controls the operation of the RPDU unit 

operation.  

MAIN CONTROLER: 

This is the core controller unit of the whole system. This module read the status of every 

module and controls the operation of each module synchronously by enabling the system one 

after the other at the correct time. 

RPDU: 

This function reads the random value from the CRVU unit for the computation of average 

value for deciding the packet dropping and acceptance. 

CRVU: 

This module computes the random value using LFSR logic for the random generation of the 

value for RPDU unit where the RPDU unit calculates the threshold for the buffer length. 

4.2 System Design  

This chapter gives the architecture designed to implement the buffer management algorithm 

of RED. The architecture consists of four main components: main controller, PDPU, RPDU, 

and CRVU. 

Figure 4.1 shows a system architecture overview of the existing architecture, while 

the enhanced architecture is shown in figure 4.2. As compared to the proposed architecture 

the existing RED design architecture contains an additional component called the universal 

value configuration unit which is responsible for generating the queue weight, the minimum 

and maximum thresholds, and the maximum drop probability. But it is found that these 

parameters remain constant for the entire lifetime of the cell. Therefore the proposed 

architecture reduces the resource utilization by declaring these parameters „constant‟. 
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Figure4. 2: Enhanced Architecture System 
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4.2.1 Functional Description 

Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the system architecture for the RED buffer management 

scheme. It consists of four main components: main controller, PDPU, RPDU, and CRVU. 

Input interface and the buffer are the other two components. We assume that one cell is 

equivalent to one packet. Therefore, unlike in variable packet length systems there is no 

provision for a packet segmentation unit before the input interface, which is generally used to 

chop each packet into a number of fixed length segments (cells) before sending them to the 

input interface.  

Similarly there is no provision for any packet reassemble the unit after the input 

interface, which would reassemble the cells back into a packet before forwarding them to the 

next processing unit. The input interface has a buffer space to store the four cells worth of 

data. The buffer on the other hand can hold a maximum of 1024 cells. We define a cell arrival 

event when the cell has been completely received in the input interface. As the name 

suggests, the main controller controls all the components and process the system. It sends out 

control signals to components which respond with acknowledge signals. It determines when 

and how the other three components operate. The PDPU forms the crux of the system. It runs 

the RED algorithm and computes the packet drop probability. This probability is fed to the 

RPDU which determines whether to drop the packet or not. This decision is based on the 

random number generated by the CRVU. The next section looks into the four components 

discussed here in more detail.  
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Figure4. 3: RED System 
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4.3 Input Interface 

RED is essentially a packet-discarding algorithm. However, the algorithm runs on cells rather 

than packets in this system. The assumption here being that every packet is equivalent to a 

cell.  There are four concurrent connections to the input interface as shown in figure 4.3. 

Each of the four connections operates at 3.125Gbps due to 8B10B coding only 80% of that 

bandwidth is utilized.  

Thus each input connection operates at 2.5Gbps providing a total bandwidth of 

10Gbps. One cell arrives at an input connection every four clock cycles i.e. a total of four 

cells arrive at the interface. Sixteen clock cycles constitute a time slot. Four cells arrive at one 

input connection in every time slot. Thus 16 cells arrive at the input interface every time slot. 

The length of a clock cycle is 12.8 ns and is computed in the following manner: 

 1 cell is 32 bits in size 

 16 cells arrive at each input connection every time slot which are 16 x 32 = 512 

bits long 

 There are 4 concurrent connections = 512 x 4 = 2048 bits wide at the input 

interface 

 Total bandwidth = 2.5 x 4 = 10Gbps 

 Therefore length of each time slot = ns
Gbps

bits
8.204

10

2048
  

 Total number of clock cycles per time slot = 16 

 Therefore, length of each clock cycle =  ns
ns

8.12
16

8.204
 

4.3.1 Main Controller 

Figure 4.4 captures the different states the main controller goes through. There are three 

states namely, IDLE, PDPU and RPDU. If the input interface is empty i.e. there is no cell 

arrival, then the cell ready signal is set to „0‟ and the system stays in the IDLE state. No RED 

algorithm processing is performed. The controller also stays in the IDLE state when the reset 

(rst) signal is active.  
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.  

PDPU

RPDU

rst = 1 or

cell_ready = 0

rst = 1 or

cell_ready = 0

rst = 1 or

cell_ready = 0
drop_early = 1 or

en_q = 1

cell_ready = 1

cell_ready = 1

start_pdrop = 1

done_pdrop = 1

drop_early = 0

en_q = 0

cell_ready = 1

done_drop = 1

cell_ready = 1

done_drop = 0

cell_ready = 1

IDLE

 

Figure4. 4: State Diagram of Main Controller 

When a cell is available at the input interface it sends out an active cell ready signal to 

the main controller. The controller in turn sets the start_pdrop signal thus moving from the 

IDLE to the PDPU state. In this state the PDPU and the CRVU components are activated. 

The control stays in the PDPU state as long as a cell is available and the drop early or the 

en_q signals are active.  

When a cell is available and the done_pdrop signal is set but the drop early and the 

en_q ones are inactive the control moves from the PDPU to the RPDU state. While the done 

drop control is „0‟ and a cell is available the control stays in the RPDU state itself. On the 

other hand when done drop is set then the RED algorithm moves to the PDPU state to 

process the next batch of incoming cells. Moreover, if at any state, either the reset signal is 

activated or a cell is not available, then the control immediately moves back to the IDLE state 

and stays in this state as long as cells do not arrive at the input interface 

The main controller controls the entire system. It issues signals that control the PDPU, 

CRVU and RPDU. The main controller is activated only when a cell arrives at the input 

interface and a cell ready signal is issued by it. 
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In addition, the main controller is responsible for interacting with the buffer. It 

updates the current queue size every time slot. Two cells leave the buffer every time slot and 

the main controller reduces the current queue size by two every sixteen clock cycles. 

Moreover, when a packet has been determined to enquire the current queue size is 

incremented. Figure 4.5 summarizes the conditions under which current queue size is 

updated. 
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curr_q_size = curr_q_size + 1

else If (done_pdrop = '1'

and en_q = '1')

curr_q_size = 0

curr_q_size = curr_q_size - 2

If (done_drop = '1' and

discard_now = '0' and

done_pdrop = '1')

If (count = 16)

count = 0

count = count + 1 (every rising clock edge)

Yes

Other Processes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No

 

Figure4. 5: Current Queue Size Update Process 
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4.3.2 Packet Drop Probability Unit 

The PDPU includes six different states: DUMMY1, DUMMY2, FIRST_INIT, 

SECOND_INIT, DROP1 and DROP2. Before we describe the states and the PDPU itself, let 

us look at the values of some of the parameters that have been defined earlier.  

The ideal queue weight, “w” for the system is found to be 0.0384. This parameter should not 

be set too low, so that the average queue size does not delay too long if reflecting increases in 

the current queue size. Moreover the lower bound on queue weight is supposed to be 0.001 

and an upper bound is determined by the following  

Formula: 

th

L

w

w
L min

1)1(
1

1

 

Where, L is the maximum allowable burst size of 16 cells for the system. A queue weight of 

0.0384 provides an average queue size which increases relatively slowly compared to the 

current queue size. Thus the packets are marked at fairly evenly spaced intervals. 

 The buffer in this implementation can hold a maximum of 1024 cells. Accordingly the 

minimum threshold, minth, is set to 8 packets i.e. 8 packets x 16 maximum number of 

cells/packet = 128 cells.  

 The maximum threshold, maxth, is set to approximately three times the minth to 26 

packets i.e. 26 packets x 16 maximum number of cells/packet = 416 cells. These 

parameters have been developed specific for our system.  

When the control passes to the PDPU the first two states it enters are DUMMY1 and 

DUMMY2. As the name suggests these states do not have any function except adding an 

initial two cycle delay. Since every component processing is supposed to take four cycles, 

this delay adds uniformity to the process. Also in these states the number of packets since last 

dropped packet, count, is initialized to „1‟ and the average queue size, avg, is initialized to 

„0‟.  

Next, the control passes to the FIRST_INIT state. PDPU consists of three look up 

tables. The first look up table contains computed values of the average queue size, avg ← (1 

– w)
 m

 avg for corresponding packet transmission time, m. The second contains the initial 

packet drop probability, Pb ← maxp (avg – minth) / (maxth – minth) for corresponding values 

of avg. And the third look up table includes final packet drop probability, pa ← Pb / (1 – 

count Pb), for corresponding values of Pb. 
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Therefore when the control passes to FIRST_INIT the process checks whether the 

current buffer is empty or not. If the buffer is empty it indicates that this is the first arriving 

cell and the system was idle for some time. Thus, the packet transmission time is computed 

and the first look up table is used to look up the corresponding average queue size.  

On the other hand if the buffer is not empty it indicates that cells have been arriving 

on a regular basis. So the average queue size is computed using the appropriate equation. 

Next, the control passes to the SECOND_INIT state. In this state if the computed average 

queue size is less than the minimum threshold then count is set to „-1‟, the cell is marked to 

be sent to the buffer and control moves back to the DUMMY state. When avg is between the 

minimum and maximum thresholds the value of count is incremented and the control moves 

to the DROP1 state.  

Otherwise if none of the above conditions are met, the cell is deemed to have an 

average value greater than the maximum threshold and the packet is marked to be dropped. In 

the DROP1 and DROP2 states the Pb value is computed using the second and third look up 

tables and the packet is marked. This cyclic process continues as long as packets keep 

arriving at the input interface.  

4.3.3 Compute Random Value Unit 

The Compute Random Value Unit uses a random generator function to compute a random 

number. An 8 bit initial seed is used and set equal to “00000010". Tests were conducted with 

different seeds and a seed of “00000010" produced the most unbiased random number i.e. 

random numbers were never repeated, i.e. unique numbers were outputted each time. A 

FPGA implementation may result in the selection of a different seed. 

A feedback signal is computed by running an XOR process on each of 8 bits of the 

initial seed in the following manner: 

feedback <= q(1) xor q(2) xor q(3) xor q(4) xor q(5) xor q(6) xor q(7) xor q(7) 

In the next step the feedback bit is concatenated with the most significant 7 bits of the 

initial seed: q <= (feedback & q (7 downto 1)). This process is repeated every two clock 

cycles. Each time the initial seed value is taken as the final seed value from the previous 

process. Figure 4.6 provides an overview of the activities in the CRVU.  
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Figure4. 6: Random Number Generation in Compute Random Value Unit 

4.3.4 Random Packet Drop Unit 

Figure 4.4 shows the process involved in marking whether the packet is to be dropped or 

queued to the buffer. One point to note here is the fact, that only packets that were 

determined by the PPDU to have an average queue size between the minimum and maximum 

thresholds are marked. Other packets do not interact with this unit as they are mainly 

concerned with the PDPU.  

 

Figure4. 7: Packet Discard Process in the Random Packet Drop Unit 

 

 

 

If (q <= 

 
pdrop) 

discard_now <= '1' 

discard_now <= '0' 

No 

Yes 

Initial Seed, q 

=  

“0000001

0" 

feedback <= q(1) xor q(2) xor q(3) xor q(4) 

xor q(5) xor q(6) xor q(7) xor q(7) 

q <= (feedback & q(7 downto 1)) 
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4.4 Analysis of Complete System 

For the analysis of the complete system we used the following flowchart 

Minimum Threshold = 7.8

Maximum Threshold = 26

Average Queue Size = 1

If (Average Queue

Size < 8)

Packet Arrival

Set  en_q to ‘1’

Enqueue packet in the buffer

Increment current queue size by 1

else if (8 <= Average

Queue Size <26 )

Compute Pdrop

else if (Average

Queue Size >= 26)

Start CRVU and RDPU process

Compute Random Number

Compare Random Number to Drop Probability

Set discard_now to ‘1’ or ‘0’

Set drop_early to ‘1’

Discard packet immediately

If (discard_now = 0)

Enqueue packet in the buffer

Increment current queue size by 1

Discard packet immediately

Rising clock edge

Two packets are read out from the buffer

Decrement current queue size by 2

If clock cycle

count is 16

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

 

Figure4. 8: Summary of all processes in the RED implementation 
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Figure 4.8 shows that whenever count reach 16 i.e. a time slot is over, two packets 

from the buffer are read out and thus the current queue size of the buffer is reduced by two. In 

the first case when the clock count reaches 16 the current queue size decreases by 2. 

4.5 RED Algorithm 

Thus, the RED gateway has two separate algorithms.  One for computing the average queue 

size pa determines the degree of burstiness allowed in the gateway queue and the second one 

for calculating the packet-marking probability or drop probability pb determines how 

frequently the gateway marks packets, given the current level of congestion. The goal for the 

gateway is to mark the packets at fairly evenly spaced intervals, in order to avoid biases and 

global synchronization, and to mark packets sufficiently frequently to control the average 

queue size as shown in figure 4.9 [27].  

In this algorithm for RED gateways, the RED gateway calculates the average queue 

size by using a low pass filter with an exponential weighted moving average. The average 

queue size is compared to two thresholds one is a minimum and the other is maximum 

threshold. When the average queue size is less than the minimum threshold, no packets are 

marked. When the average queue size is greater than the maximum threshold, every arriving 

packet is marked. If all marked packets are dropped or if all source nodes are cooperative, 

this ensures that the average queue size does not significantly exceed the maximum threshold. 

When the average queue size is between the minimum and maximum thresholds, each 

arriving packet is marked with probability pa, where pa is a function of the average queue 

size avg. Each time a packet is marked, the probability that a packet is marked from a 

particular connection is roughly proportional to that connection‟s share of the bandwidth at 

the gateway.  

The second algorithm is for computing the drop or marking probability, which 

determines how frequently the gateway drops or marks arrival packets. This algorithm can 

avoid global synchronization by dropping or marking packets at fairly evenly spaced 

intervals. Furthermore, by dropping or marking packets, this algorithm can maintain a 

reasonable bound of the average delay, if the average queue length is under control.  

The RED router is used for controlling the average queue size at the gateway in 

response to a dynamically changing load. In the network, as the number of connections 

increases, the frequency with which the gateway drops packets also increases. The higher 

throughput for the connections with shorter RTT is due to the bias of TCP‟S window increase 

algorithm in favor of connections with shorter round-trip times [28], [24].Because RED 
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gateways can control the average queue size while accommodating transient congestion, RED 

gateways are well suited to provide high throughput and low average delay in high-speed 

networks with TCP connections that have large windows. The RED gateway can 

accommodate the short burst in the queue required by TCP‟s slow-start phase. Consequently, 

RED gateways control the average queue size while still allowing TCP connections to 

smoothly open their windows. 

 

 

Figure4. 9: RED Algorithm 
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The RED algorithm is given as, 

Implementation: 

Avg 0 

Count 1 

  For each packet arrival  

Calculate the average queue size avg 

If   

Calculate the probability pa 

with probability pa: 

mark the arriving packet 

else if  

mark the arriving packet. 

4.5.1RED Final Drop Probability 

    [1] 

Where, 

  [2] 

Note: this calculation assumes queue size is measured in packets. If queue is in bytes, we 

need to add [3] between [1] and [2]. 

        [3] 

4.5.2 Average Queue Length 

The low pass filter is an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) and is given by 

the equation, 
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Where, q is the newly measured queue length. 

This EWMA is designed such that short-term increases in queue size from bursty traffic or 

transient congestion do not significantly increase average queue size. 

Let ‘wq’ be the weight factor, qk+1 be the new instantaneous queue size and qk is the average 

queue size.Then at every packet arrival, the RED gateway updates the average queue size as, 

  

During the period when the RED gateway queue is empty, the system will estimate the 

number of packets „m’ that might have been transmitted by the router. So, the average queue 

size is updated as, 

 

Where, 

m=idle time / transmission_ time  

Where, idle time is the period that the queue is empty and transmission time is the typical 

time that a packet takes for transmitted. 

The average queue size is compared to two parameters: the minimum queue threshold 

qmin, and the maximum queue threshold qmax. If the average queue size is smaller than 

qmin, the packet is admitted to the queue. If it exceeds qmax, the packet is marked or 

dropped.  

If the average queue size is between qmin and qmax, the packet is dropped with a 

drop probability Pb that is a function of the average queue size. 

 

 

   Otherwise 
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Where, pmax is the maximum packet drop probability. The relationship between the drop 

probability and average queue size is shown below figure 4.10 

 

Figure4. 10: RED drop probability as a function of average queue size 

The final drop probability „pa’   is given by, 

                                                       

  Count is the cumulative number of the packets that are not marked or dropped since 

the last marked or dropped packet. It is increased by one if the incoming packet is not marked 

or dropped. Therefore, as count increases, the drop probability increases. However, if the 

incoming packet is marked or dropped, count is reset to 0. 

4.5.3 RED Parameter Settings 

• Wq suggest   

 wq = 0.002 is used for simulations 

• minth, maxth depend on desired average queue size 

– minth to maintain link utilization. 

– maxth depends on the maximum average delay allowed. 

– RED is most effective when maxth - minth is larger than typical increase in calculated 

average queue size in one round-trip time. 

– “parameter setting rule of thumb”:  maxth at least twice minth. However,  

 , is used in some of the experiments shown. 
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 4.6 Evaluation of RED Parameters 

Unlike DT, the performance of the RED algorithm is not only determined by the buffer size 

,Other parameters such as queue weight (‘wq’), maximum drop rate (pmax), and the two 

queue thresholds (qmin and qmax), are also of great importance. The network designer should 

select these appropriately, so that the system can achieve better performance. ‘Wq’ is an 

exponentially weighted average factor, which determines the time constant for the averaging 

of the queue size. If ‘wq’ is too low, then the estimated average queue size is probably 

responding too slowly to transient congestion. If ‘wq’ is too high, then the estimated average 

queue size will track the instantaneous queue size too closely, and may result in an unstable 

system.  

Quantitative guidelines  are been given for setting ‘wq’ in terms of the transient burst 

size that the queue can accommodate without dropping any packets. The optimal setting for 

‘wq’ is between 0.001 and 0.005.The packet drop probability is calculated as a linear function 

of the average queue size if the average queue size is between qmin and qmax. However, the 

maximum drop probability determines the oscillation of the drop rate. If pmax is set too 

small, then the network behaves similar to the Drop tail condition.  

However, if this value is set too high, the packet drop probability increases, thus 

enforcing the system to oscillate and experience a decrease in throughput. It has been shown 

that steady-state packet drop rates of 5% to 10% would not be unusual at a router. There is, 

therefore, no need to set pmax higher than 0.1 for real network implementations. 

 

Figure4. 11: RED drop probability with Pmax=0 
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Figure4. 12: RED drop probability with Pmax=1 

The optimal values for qmin and qmax depend on the desired average queue size. If the 

typical traffic patterns are fairly bursty then qmin must be correspondingly large to allow the 

link utilization to be maintained at an acceptably high level. This value should also be 

associated with the buffer size of the network. If qmin is set too small, it leads to low 

bandwidth utilization.  

Conversely, if qmin is set too high, it may result in unfair competition for bandwidth 

among multiple links, thereby canceling out the benefits of the RED algorithm. The optimal 

value for qmax depends in part on the maximum average delay that can be allowed by the 

gateway. The RED functions most effectively when the difference between qmax and qmin is 

larger than the typical increase in the calculated average queue size, in one roundtrip time.  

A useful rule of thumb is to set qmax to at least twice the size of qmin. If the 

difference between qmax and qmin is set too small, then the computed average queue size can 

regularly oscillate up to qmax. This behavior is similar to the oscillations of the queue size up 

to the maximum queue size experienced with DT gateways. 
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5. Applications and Limitations 
5.1 Applications 

In addition to the design goals outlined above for the congestion avoidance schemes [16], 

[26] described how our goals have been met by RED gateways. 

 Congestion Avoidance – RED allows for queue congestion to be managed before a 

critical overflow point is reached. Also, keeping the queue size lower decreases delay for 

those packets that are not dropped.  

 Simplicity - The RED gateway algorithm could be implemented with moderate overhead 

in current networks. 

 Appropriate time scales - After notifying a connection of congestion by marking a 

packet, it takes at least a roundtrip time for the gateway to see a reduction in the arrival 

rate. In RED gateway the time scale for the detection of congestion roughly matches the 

time scale required for connections to respond the congestion. RED gateways do not 

notify connections to reduce their windows as a result of transient congestion at the 

gateway. 

 No Global Synchronization - By marking packets for early discard, the number of 

consecutive drops can be reduced. Many Internet designers were concerned that 

consecutive drops when queues became full could cause global instability in the network 

as many queues signal their source to reduce their window at the same time  

  Fairness – Reduces the bias against bursty traffic, as mentioned earlier. RED will avoid 

a situation in which bursty traffic faces extreme packet loss compared to smooth traffic.  

 

5.2 Limitations 

 One of RED‟s main weaknesses is that the average queue size varies with the level of 

congestion and with the parameter settings. That is, when the link is lightly congested 

and/or maxp is high, the average queue size is near minth; when the link is more 

heavily congested and/or maxp is low, the average queue size is closer to, or even 

above, maxth. As a result, the average queuing delay from RED is sensitive to the 

traffic load and to parameters, and is therefore not predictable in advance. Delay 

being a major component of the quality of service delivered to their customers, 

network operators would naturally like to have a rough a priori estimate of the 

average delays in their congested routers; to achieve such predictable average delays 

with RED would require constant tuning of RED‟s parameters to adjust the current 

traffic conditions. 
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 A second, related weakness of RED is that the throughput is also sensitive to the 

traffic load and to RED parameters. In particular, RED often does not perform well 

when the average queue becomes larger than maxth, resulting in significantly 

decreased throughput and increased dropping rates. Avoiding this regime would again 

require constant tuning of the RED parameters. 

 Third disadvantage/drawback is RED treats all the flows uniformly i.e. it fails to 

differentiate miss-behaved flows and well-behaved flows while dropping the packets. 

So, if a well-behaved packet comes when the queue is congested it also drops with the 

same probability as the ill-behaved flow. 
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6. Conclusion 

RED gateways could be particularly useful in networks where it is undesirable to drop 

packets at the gateway. This would be the case, for example, in running TCP transport 

protocols over cell-based networks such as ATM. There are serious performances penalties 

for cell-based networks. If a large number of cells are dropped at the gateway, in this case it 

is possible that many of the cells successfully transmitted belong to a packet in which some 

cell was dropped at the gateway. By providing advance warning of initial congestion, RED 

gateways can be useful in avoiding unnecessary packet or cell drops at the gateway. 

The goal of this project is to avoid the congestion at the gateways. RED gateways are 

designed to accompany a transport layer congestion control protocol such as TCP. The RED 

gateways have no bias against bursty traffic and avoid the global synchronization of many 

connections decreasing their window at the same time.  
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7. Future work 

This project work implements a congestion avoidance algorithm for a higher level of 

congestion avoidance in gateways. In this work the threshold is calculated based on randomly 

generated values. Future work can be carried on optimizing the average q-size for 

maximizing the throughput with minimal delay. The algorithm can be further enhanced with 

incorporation of traffic management algorithms. Our work is implemented by targeting TCP 

and further enhancements can be carried out to make it compatible with other protocols. 

Although much research effort has been focused on understanding and utilizing RED 

algorithm to leverage the current network, some interesting research topics are yet to be 

investigated in more detail in future. For example, since it is widely accepted that Poisson 

model is not sufficient to characterize the traffic in current Internet, it is important to 

understand how RED and similar Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithm act when 

self-similar network traffic is applied. Further studies may produce more meaningful 

characterization of RED performance in the real-world network. RED algorithm does not 

avoid TCP synchronization [21]. 
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Appendix A 

A.1 Methodology 

A.1.1Hardware Requirements 

 Processor  : Intel PentiumIV@1.4GHz 

         Speed                : 1GB RAM 

           Memory                       :          80GB HDD 

A.1.2 Software Requirements 

 Operating System : Win2000/XP 

 Language  :  Mat Lab V7.4 
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Appendix B 

/*** **************Main Process************/ 

global GParm 

 GParm.figure = figure ('Color', [0 0 0], % black color 

    'MenuBar',‟none‟, 

    'Colormap', gray (256), 

    'Name','congestion avoidence_RED‟, % figure window name 

    'Visible','on', 'Resize',‟off‟, % initially not drawn 

    'NumberTitle','off', ... 

    'ShareColor','off', ... 

    'RendererMode','manual','Renderer','painters', ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',[5 5 790 570], ... % window position 

    'WindowStyle','normal', ... 

    'Pointer','arrow'); 

posbox = [550 130 130 45] ; 

GParm.close = uicontrol( ... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Style','Pushbutton', ... 

    'BusyAction','queue','Interruptible','off', ... 

    'Units','pixel', ... 

    'String','CLOSE', ... 

    'Position',posbox, ... 

    'Callback','close12;' ... 

); 

posbox = [120 130 120 50] ; 

GParm.applypush = uicontrol( ... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Style','Pushbutton', ... 

    'BusyAction','queue','Interruptible','off', ... 

    'Units','pixel', ... 

    'String','PROCESS', ... 

    'Position',posbox, ... 
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    'Callback','process' ... 

    ) ; 

labelpos1 = [210 410 340 60] ; 

h = uicontrol('Style','frame', ... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',labelpos1) ; 

pos1 = [215 429 325 20] ; 

GParm.histMapText = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Style','text', ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',pos1, ... 

    'Clipping','off', ... 

    'String','ENTER THE BUFFER-LENGTH AND MAX-THRESHOLD ' ... 

    ) ; 

pos1 = [215 413 325 20] ; 

GParm.histMapText = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Style','text', ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',pos1, ... 

    'Clipping','off', ... 

    'String','STARTING BUFFER-LENGTH = 32 AND MAX-THRESHOLD = 14' ... 

    ) ; 

labelpos1 = [540 280 180 58] ; 

h = uicontrol('Style','frame', ... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',labelpos1) ; 
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pos1 = [570 295 130 35] ; 

GParm.histMapText = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Style','text', ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',pos1, ... 

    'Clipping','off', ... 

    'String','MAX-THRESHOLD' ... 

    ) ; 

labelpos = [545 284 170 30] ; 

GParm.editbox1 = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'style','edit', ... 

    'position',labelpos, ... 

    'visible','on' ... 

    ) ; 

labelpos1 = [90 280 180 58] ; 

h = uicontrol('Style','frame', ... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',labelpos1) ; 

pos1 = [120 295 130 35] ; 

GParm.histMapText = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'Background',[.7 .7 .7], ... 

    'Style','text', ... 

    'Units','pixels', ... 

    'Position',pos1, ... 

    'Clipping','off', ... 

    'String','BUFFER-LENGTH  ' ... 

    ) ; 

labelpos = [95 284 170 30] ; 
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GParm.editbox2 = uicontrol(... 

    'Parent',GParm.figure, ... 

    'style','edit', ... 

    'position',labelpos, ... 

    'visible','on' ... 

    ) ; 

clear a b c d 
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